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ABSTRACT
Motivation: Recent technological advances have made high-
resolution mass spectrometers affordable to many laboratories, thus
boosting rapid development of top-down mass spectrometry, and
implying a need in efficient methods for analyzing this kind of data.
Results: We describe a method for analysis of protein samples from
top-down tandem mass spectrometry data, which capitalizes on de
novo sequencing of fragments of the proteins present in the sample.
Our algorithm takes as input a set of de novo amino acid strings deri-
ved from the given mass spectra using the recently proposed Twister
approach, and combines them into aggregated strings endowed with
offsets. The former typically constitute accurate sequence fragments
of sufficiently well-represented proteins from the sample being analy-
zed, while the latter indicate their location in the protein sequence,
and also bear information on post-translational modifications and
fragmentation patterns.
Availability: Freely available on the web at http://bioinf.

spbau.ru/en/twister.
Contact: vyatkina@spbau.ru, ppevzner@ucsd.edu

1 INTRODUCTION
Top-down mass spectrometry is a recently emerged technology for
analyzing intact proteins, which is particularly suitable for detecting
post-translational modifications (PTMs). Among its most important
applications is characterization of therapeutic antibodies (Bonda-
renko et al., 2009; Kellie et al., 2010; Fornelli et al., 2012), as part
of the process of drug development. Nowadays, modern instruments
allow to rapidly acquire vast amount of high-quality top-down data,
but efficient algorithms for its processing are still in high demand.

∗to whom correspondence should be addressed

One of the key tasks of mass spectrometry-based proteomics is
de novo sequencing of peptides and proteins from tandem (MS/MS)
mass spectrometry data. In the last two decades, several algorithms
have been proposed for de novo peptide sequencing from bottom-
up data, and a few powerful tools appeared, including PEAKS (Ma
et al., 2003), PepNovo (Frank and Pevzner, 2005), pNovo (Chi et al.,
2010), Lutefisk (Taylor and Johnson, 1997), Sherenga (Dancik
et al., 1999), Novor (Ma, 2015), and the program UVnovo (Robo-
tham et al., 2016) recently introduced for the case of 351 nm
ultraviolet photodissociation (UVPD) mass spectra. Other achie-
vements comprise methods for complete protein sequencing using
multiple enzyme digest and assembly by sequence overlap, possibly
referring to a homologous protein sequence (Bandeira et al., 2004,
2007, 2008; Liu et al., 2009; Castellana et al., 2010), and a number
of alternative approaches benefit from complementarity of mass spe-
ctra acquired using different fragmentation techniques from either
peptides (Savitski et al., 2005; Datta and Bern, 2008; Bertsch et al.,
2009; He and Ma, 2010; Chi et al., 2013; Guthals et al., 2013) or
intact proteins (Horn et al., 2000).

Yet to the best of our knowledge, only three published algori-
thms make any use of top-down data to achieve the above-mentioned
goal, and namely, the one from (Horn et al., 2000), which, however,
did not result in a publicly available tool, TBNovo (Liu et al., 2014)
that processes combined MS/MS datasets and utilizes top-down spe-
ctra as a scaffold for assembling bottom-up spectra, and our recently
developed approach called Twister (Vyatkina et al., 2015). At the
same time, primarily due to increasing accessibility of hybrid Orbi-
trap Fourier transform mass spectrometers, the top-down technology
is nowadays rapidly gaining popularity, thus enforcing the need in
efficient approaches to de novo peptide and protein sequencing from
top-down spectra alone.

This work represents a continuation of our research summari-
zed in (Vyatkina et al., 2015), where we introduced a method that
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extracts from deconvoluted MS/MS spectra a number of accurate
sequence fragments of the proteins contained in a sample. Here we
describe an algorithm that takes as input the fragments obtained this
way, and combines them to produce a set of so-called aggregated
strings, each endowed with direct and reversed offsets intended to
match the masses of the two terminal fragments preceding and fol-
lowing it in the underlying protein sequence. Thereby we obtain
longer sequence fragments of sufficiently well-represented proteins,
among which should be the target ones (but can be also abundant
enough contaminants). The number of aggregated strings is sub-
stantially smaller than that of the original fragments, thus allowing
to see at a glance distinct components of the sample. Moreover,
their associated offsets can provide extra insight into what was
the composition of the sample at the level of proteoforms, which
post-translational modifications (PTMs) occurred in the sequence,
or which fragment ions were measured in the experiment. This
immediately turns the suggested approach into a handy stand-alone
method for analyzing protein samples.

In what follows, we outline the procedure for computing aggre-
gated strings, illustrate the potential of the method by experimental
results obtained for top-down MS/MS datasets for the standard
protein carbonic anhydrase 2 (CAH2) and the Fab region of alemtu-
zumab, and indicate directions for further research.

The proposed approach is implemented in a software tool Twi-
ster available at http://bioinf.spbau.ru/en/twister,
which also incorporates the method introduced in (Vyatkina et al.,
2015), and thus, takes as input a set of deconvoluted MS/MS spectra.

2 METHODS AND ALGORITHMS
2.1 Datasets
We used the top-down datasets for CAH2 and the light chain
of alemtuzumab published in (Vyatkina et al., 2015) and availa-
ble at http://bioinf.spbau.ru/en/twister. In brief,
intact CAH2, and alemtuzumab digested with papain and reduced,
were analyzed by a reversed-phase liquid chromatography (RPLC)
system coupled online with a Thermo LTQ Orbitrap Elite and Velos,
respectively. MS and MS/MS spectra were collected at a resolution
of 240k and 120k, respectively, in case of CAH2, and 100k and 60k,
respectively, in case of alemtuzumab. The CAH2 and alemtuzumab
datasets comprised 3, 031 ETD, 3, 363 CID and 3, 437 HCD top-
down MS/MS spectra, and 4, 962 ETD and 4, 931 HCD top-down
MS/MS spectra, respectively.

2.2 Generation of aggregated strings
When describing our approach, we will refer to the notion of a
peptide sequence tag (Mann and Wilm, 1994), or simply tag, being
a short amino acid sequence with an associated offset. A tag of
length k, or k-tag, is defined by k + 1 peaks p1, . . . , pk+1 from
a spectrum S, such that each two consecutive ones are separated
by the mass of an amino acid. Thus, a k-tag t has an amino acid
sequence s(t) = a1 . . . ak and an offset o(t) equal to the mass
Mass(p1) of the leftmost peak p1. The score of a k-tag t is defined
as Score(t) =

∑k+1
i=1 I(pi), where I(pi) denotes the intensity of a

peak pi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1. For an amino acid ai of s(t), we define
its score as Scoret(ai) = I(pi) + I(pi+1), where 1 ≤ i ≤ k. In
what follows, the tag length k is assumed to be fixed.

Two k-tags t1 and t2 originating from two distinct spectra, and
having the same amino acids sequence and approximately (up to a
predefined tolerance) the same offset can be merged together. With-
out loss of generality, assume that Score(t1) > Score(t2); then
for the i-th underlying peak p∗i of the resulting tag t∗, we have
Mass(p∗i ) = Mass(p1i ) and I(p∗i ) = I(p1i ) + I(p2i ), where p1i
and p2i denotes the i-th defining peak of t1 and t2, respectively, and
1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1. This gluing procedure extends to the case of three
or more such k-tags in a straightforward way.

The input for our method constitutes a listN of amino acid strings
endowed with offsets, derived from the deisotoped and charge state
deconvoluted, often referred to simply as deconvoluted, MS/MS
spectra as explained in (Vyatkina et al., 2015). In brief, the input
spectra are first preprocessed, which comprises merging nearby
peaks (i. e. the ones with approximately the same masses deconvo-
luted from different charge states), optional peak reflection followed
by merging nearby peaks (i. e. the ones due to pairs of complemen-
tary fragment ions in the original spectra), and optional water-loss
ion elimination. Subsequently, the de novo strings are assembled
from high-quality k-tags extracted from the resulting spectra, con-
sistent with each other in terms of both amino acid sequences and
offsets (Figure 1a,b). This task is accomplished through constru-
cting for the obtained set of k-tags a T -Bruijn graph (Vyatkina et al.,
2015), which is a modification for the case of tags of an A-Bruijn
graph (Pevzner et al., 2004) widely used in genomics, and extra-
cting an optimal path from each its connected component. Thus, the
k-tags together giving rise to a single de novo string often come
from several distinct spectra. Formally, for a string s = a1 . . . am
from N , the set T (s) of its underlying k-tags represents a disjoint
union of non-empty sets T1(s), T2(s), . . . , Tm−k+1(s) of k-tags,
such that

• all the tags composing the set Ti(s) have the same amino acid
sequence aiai+1 . . . ai+k−1 and approximately the same off-
set oi(s), and all such tags derived from the input spectra are
contained in Ti(s), where 1 ≤ i ≤ m− k + 1, and

• oj(s) = oj−1(s) +Mass(aj−1), where 1 < j ≤ m− k+ 1.

The string s is assigned an offset o(s) = o1(s). The multiplicity of
o(s) is defined as µ(o(s)) = µ(s) = |T (s)|.

An interpretation of the procedure of generating s from T (s)
consistent with the method from (Vyatkina et al., 2015) is the fol-
lowing: first, the tags from each set Ti(s) are glued together, thus
giving rise to a tag t∗i , where 1 ≤ i ≤ m − k + 1, and next,
the de novo string s is traced out. Consequently, we define the
score of an amino acid ai of s as the sum of its scores in the tags
resulting from the gluing that cover it, normalized by the number
of those: Scores(ai) =

(∑
t∗∈T ∗(ai)

Scoret∗(ai)
)
/|T ∗(ai)|,

where T ∗(ai) = {t∗j |ai ∈ s(t∗j ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m− k + 1}.
For example, the score of the amino acid “S” of the de novo string

“DSTVYN” shown in Figure 1b would be computed from the 3-
tags labeled with “DST” and “STV”, and the 3-tag labeled with
“STV” derived from spectrum (2) and (3) on Figure 1a, respecti-
vely, as

{[(
I2215 + I2302

)]
+
[(
I2215 + I2302

)
+
(
I3215 + I3302

)]}
/2,

where IjM denotes the intensity of the peak with mass M from
the j-th spectrum, and the first and second term in square brackets
corresponds to the tag string “DST” and “STV”, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the entire method for aggregated strings generation. a) Extraction of 3-tags from the input set of deconvoluted MS/MS spectra. b)
Assembly of a de novo string from five 3-tags consistent with each other in terms of both amino acid sequences and offsets. The resulting de novo string
“DSTVYN” is assigned the mass offset of 100 with multiplicity 5. c) Formation of an aggregated string from three de novo string endowed with offsets. The
resulting aggregated string “DSTVYNP” has the main direct and reversed offset of 100 and 124, respectively, which leads to the precursor mass estimate
PMDSTVYNP = 100 +Mass(DSTVYNP) + 124 = 1000.

The score of s is defined as Score(s) =
∑m

i=1 Scores(ai).
Note that this scoring is different from the one used in (Vyatkina
et al., 2015) to order the output de novo strings, which equals∑

t∈T (s) Score(t). While such tag-based scoring is appropriate for
working with the de novo strings, it cannot be applied to the aggre-
gated strings we are going to construct, in particular, since during
their formation, we can encounter amino acid sequences not enti-
rely covered with the k-mers labeling the tags generated from the
input spectra. Therefore, for the aggregated strings, a scoring needs
to be defined on the basis of individual amino acids rather than tags,
and for the purpose of unification, at this stage we use an analogous
scoring for the de novo strings as well. (The score of an aggregated
string is formally introduced in Appendix.)

Observe that the sequence s(t) of a correct k-tag t may corre-
spond to a reversed k-mer of the underlying protein sequence (this
will be the case e. g. for a correct tag defined by y-ions from a CID
or HCD spectrum), and groups of such tags may produce reversed
copies of longer fragments of the protein sequence. As a consequ-
ence, along with the amino acid strings from N , we will have to
consider their reflected counterparts. For an amino acid sequence z,
its reversed copy will be further denoted by z.

Construction of the aggregated strings proceeds in two steps: at
the initialization stage, the amino acid sequences on their own are
iteratively formed, and subsequently, their associated offsets are
computed. An overview of the entire method and the initialization
stage is provided in Figure 1 and 2, respectively. Note that the toy
example shown in Figure 1c is intended solely to give a general idea
of how an aggregated string is formed, and therefore, many details
mentioned in the next section and Figure 2 are omitted in it.

2.2.1 Initializing aggregated strings Throughout the process, we
maintain a set I of active strings. Initially, I = N ; at any further
moment, I consists of all the aggregated strings obtained so far and
all the strings from N that have not contributed to any of those. At
each step, a number of strings from I are selected to produce one or
a few new aggregated strings, and then the former get replaced in I
by the latter.

In addition, we maintain the set KI of all k-mers of the strings
from I. The score of a k-mer ρ ∈ KI is defined as the sum of
values contributed by the strings s from I that contain ρ as a sub-
string: s contributes 1 if it represents an aggregated string, and the
number ns of the de novo strings fromN with the amino acid sequ-
ence s otherwise. At each iteration, the top-scoring k-mer ρ0 from
KI is selected. Subsequently, the algorithm (1) forms the setJ ⊆ I
of all the active strings containing ρ0 or ρ0, (2) builds the best align-
ment of those, thereby reversing the strings containing ρ0 but not ρ0,
and possibly reversing those containing both ρ0 and ρ0, (3) if nee-
ded, splits the aligned strings into two or more clusters, such that
within each cluster, any two strings match each other well, and (4)
from each cluster, computes the consensus string with respect to the
amino acid scores, and possibly eliminates its unreliable terminal
amino acids, and corrects the inner amino acids of the remaining
string. As a result, a new aggregated string is obtained from each
cluster. These stages are illustrated in Figure 3, and detailed descri-
ption of the respective procedures is provided in Supplementary
Materials.

In case of ties at time of selecting an object (e. g. if two or more
k-mers have the highest score, while the top-scoring one is needed),
the first encountered is picked up.
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Top-down analysis of protein samplesStartA set N of de novo stringsInitialize the set Aof aggregated strings: A := ∅Initialize the set Iof ative strings: I := NForm the set KI of all k-mersof the strings from ISelet the top-soring k-mer ρ0 ∈ KI

Score(ρ0) ≥ MinScoreyes noForm the set J ⊆ I of stringsontaining ρ0 or ρ0Align the strings from JCluster the aligned stringsFrom eah luster, ompute anaggregated string and add it to AReplae in I the strings from Jwith the new aggregated stringsThe set A of aggregated stringsEnd
Fig. 2. Overview of the procedure generating the set of aggregated strings
from a set of de novo amino acid strings obtained using the Twister
approach (Vyatkina et al., 2015).

The process terminates when the score of ρ0 drops below a certain
threshold MinScore.

This general scheme is summarized in Supplementary Algori-
thm 1.

2.2.2 Assigning offsets When the final set of aggregated strings
has been obtained, each of the latter gets endowed with a set of
offsets (see Figure 1c).

Consider an aggregated string a. Slightly abusing the notation, we
will also refer by a to its amino acid sequence. Let Ja ⊆ N denote
the set of strings, the alignment of which produced a. Let us parti-
tion Ja into two subsets J dir

a and J rev
a of strings that became part

of the aligned string set in their original (direct) and reversed form,
respectively. Each string s ∈ J dir

a contributes to a a direct offset
odirs obtained as follows. Let a = a1 . . . an, and let s = b1 . . . bm.
Suppose that bi . . . bi+k−1 is the first k-mer of s that matches
a starting from position j, i. e. bi . . . bi+k−1 = aj . . . aj+k−1,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ m − k + 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ n − k + 1. Then
odirs = o(s) +Mass(b1 . . . bi−1)−Mass(a1 . . . aj−1). The mul-
tiplicity µ(odirs ) of odirs is calculated as the number of tags from
T (s) that match a; note that it may be smaller than µ(s) = |T (s)|.

Similarly, each string s′ ∈ J rev
a imparts a a reversed offset asso-

ciated with its end, which can be derived along with its multiplicity
by applying the above procedure to s′ and sa appropriately aligned
against each other.

In this way, an aggregated string a gets assigned two sets of
offsets—those of direct and reversed ones; note that one of the two
may be empty.

Scaled and binned offsets To be able to manage the offsets more
efficiently, we transform them into scaled offsets, which amounts to
multiplying each offset by a constant of the form 10h for a suffici-
ently large h and rounding the obtained value to the nearest integer
(in our experiments, h = 4). A direct (resp., reversed) scaled off-
set os has multiplicity µ(os) that can be calculated as the sum of
multiplicities of the original direct (resp., reversed) offsets that got
transformed into os. In addition, we maintain binned offsets repre-
senting integers. For an offset o, its corresponding binned offset ob

is obtained by rounding o to the nearest integer.
Consider a direct binned offset ob; let o1, . . . , og denote its respe-

ctive original direct offsets. We maintain for ob the list of direct
scaled offsets os1, . . . , osg corresponding to o1, . . . , og , respectively,
along with their multiplicities. The multiplicity µ(ob) of ob is calcu-
lated as the sum µ(os1) + · · · + µ(osg). Reversed binned offsets are
treated in a similar way.

Finally, we define the main direct and reversed offsets of a in the
following way. To obtain the main direct offset, or simply offset,
odir
a of an aggregated string a, we pick up the direct binned offset
ob of a of the highest multiplicity, then select its corresponding sca-
led offset os of the highest multiplicity, and let odir

a = os · 10−h.
The main reversed offset, or simply reversed offset, orev

a is defined
analogously.

Protein mass estimation For an aggregated string a that has both
direct and reversed offsets, we define the precursor mass estimate
(PME) induced by a as Ma = odir

a +m(sa) + orev
a ; the score of

the latter is set to µ(odir
a ) · µ(orev

a ). A high score of Ma typically
witnesses correctness of a; in addition, repetitive PMEs likely corre-
spond to the intact masses of sufficiently well-represented proteins
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Fig. 3. a)-c) Processing the alemtuzumab dataset: handling the 4-mer “GTQL” with the score 8. a) The set of active strings containing “GTQL” or “LQTG”.
b) The aligned strings (duplications due to string reversal are not shown). c) Clusterization: the string “VGTQLNEMTQS” did not match well the main string
“PVGTQLNNTNYLLL”, and gave rise to the second cluster; each of the strings “GTQLS” and “GTQLD” produced one mismatch when being aligned against
“PVGTQLNNTNYLLL” or “VGTQLNEMTQS”, and thus, both were placed in the third cluster. d) The aggregated string with the amino acid sequence
“PVGTQLNNTNYLLL” (depicted in magenta) was obtained at time of processing the 4-mer “VGTQ” with the score 25. The first four amino acids of its
underlying consensus string “SDLSPVGTQLNNTNYLLL” were eliminated by the validation procedure. Incorrect candidate amino acids in the aligned strings
are marked gray (the amino acid scores are not shown). A 4-mer being processed and its reversed copy are highlighted green and blue, respectively.

from the sample being analyzed, possibly upon adjustment based on
expected PTMs.

3 RESULTS
We implemented our method in Java and benchmarked it on the
top-down datasets for the light chain of alemtuzumab and CAH2
published in (Vyatkina et al., 2015). In either case, the input spe-
ctra were deconvoluted using MS-Deconv (Liu et al., 2010), and a
listN of de novo amino acid strings was generated with the Twister
algorithm from (Vyatkina et al., 2015) using the default parame-
ters (tag length: 4; mass tolerance: 4mDa; peak reflection applied
to individual deconvoluted spectra, and water loss ions eliminated
prior to tag generation). The resulting aggregated strings for the
CAH2 and alemuzumab datasets are listed in the supplementary file
Aggregated-strings.xls.

3.1 Parameter selection
The proposed method depends on two parameters: the tag length k
and the threshold MinScore on the score of a k-mer to be proces-
sed (see Supplementary Algorithm 1). The former needs to be the
same as used for de novo strings generation following the approach
from (Vyatkina et al., 2015); a reasonable choice of k should imply
that duplications are unlikely to occur among the tag strings and
their reversed copies. The experimental results we report on were
obtained for the tag length k = 4.

Observe that ifMinScore is set to 1, each de novo string fromN
will contribute to some aggregated string from A. In our experi-
ments, we let MinScore = 2, so that the “least confirmed” de
novo strings would be left out.

3.2 CAH2
From the CAH2 dataset, 70 aggregated strings were derived. The
ones that induce high-scoring PMEs represent or incorporate long

sequence fragments of either CAH2 or a contaminant protein. The
native—i. e. coming from bovine erythrocytes—contaminants com-
prise ubiquitin, phosphatidylethanolamine-binding protein, flavin
reductase, cytochrome b5, hemoglobin alpha chain, ribonuclease
UK114-like, Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase, and thymosin beta 4-
like, and the extraneous ones—50S ribosomal protein L7/L12, 50S
ribosomal protein L9, and cold-shock protein GroES from She-
wanella, alcohol dehydrogenase from S.cerevisiae, and a mouse
cytochrome c oxidase subunit 7B. All the identifications could be
made by searching long enough amino acid sequences of the obtai-
ned aggregated strings against the non-redundant database using
BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990), except for Cu/Zn superoxide dismu-
tase and thymosin beta 4-like, identification of which was sustained
by the analysis of the initial de novo strings described in detail
in (Vyatkina et al., 2015). In particular, the extraneous contami-
nants could be immediately attributed to the experiments previously
carried out on the same instrument. Subsequently, shorter amino
acid sequences were matched against the CAH2 and contaminant
sequences to decide on their originality.

The sequence coverage of CAH2 with the matching fragments of
the aggregated strings, as compared to that induced by the initial
de novo strings, decreased from 173 to 146 out of 260 amino acids
(i. e. from 66.54 to 56.15%); see Supplementary Figure 1a. The 50-
aa long gap in the coverage—from P-137 to N-186—hints that most
spectra coming from CAH2 were actually acquired from its fra-
gments rather than the entire protein. This is consistent with the fact
that each of the PMEs brought forth by the aggregated strings origi-
nating from CAH2 is substantially smaller than the theoretical mass
of 29, 095.717Da of the latter, except for the one of 45, 846.421Da
induced by the 3rd aggregated string. In particular, the main off-
sets and PMEs induced by the 1st, 4th, 6th, 18th, 34th and 57th
aggregated strings attributed to CAH2 immediately suggest that
several underlying spectra of those were due to its C-terminal
peptide “PNVLDYWTYPGSLTTPPLLESVTWIVLKEPISVSSQ-
QMLKFRTLNFNAEGEPELLMLANWRPAQPLKNRQVRGFPK,”
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N-terminal peptides “MSHHWGYGKHNGPEHWHKDFPIAN-
GERQSPVDIDTKAVVQDPALKPLALVYGEATSR” and “MSH-
HWGYGKHNGPEHWHKDFPIANGERQSPVDIDTKAVVQDPALK-
PLAL” (upon N-terminal methionine truncation and serine acety-
lation), and internal peptides “GEATSRRMVNNGHSFNVEYDD-
SQDKAVLKDGPLTGTY,” “RLVQFHFHWGSSDDQGSEHTVDRKK,”
and “RLVQFHFHWGSSDDQGSEHTVDRKKYAAELHLVHWNTK,”
respectively. However, this assumption should be treated with cau-
tion, since the two main offsets of an aggregated string may be
defined by two distinct sets of spectra. This is illustrated by the 2nd
aggregated string, the main direct and reversed offset of which was
derived from CID/HCD and ETD spectra, respectively; as a con-
sequence, the resulting PME exceeds by approximately 17.023Da
the theoretical mass of the peptide “MSHHWGYGKHNGPEH-
WHKDFPIANGERQSPVDIDTK” matched by the main offsets
(again assuming N-terminal methionine truncation and serine acety-
lation, which caused the amino acid ‘E’ with the mass equal to that
of acetylated serine to show up instead of the dimer “MS” in the
2nd aggregated string). Thus, a more accurate interpretation would
be to say that peptides starting and ending at the same locations in
the CAH2 sequence as the above-listed ones must have appeared in
the sample as degraded products.

Note that among the direct offsets with the second-highest multi-
plicity of the 3rd aggregated string, there is a one of 25, 399.735Da,
which together with the main reversed offset of 1, 735.007Da would
lead to the PME of 29, 005.646Da differing by approximately 1Da
from the theoretical mass of 29, 006.687 of CAH2 upon N-terminal
methionine truncation and serine acetylation (this discrepancy can
be attributed to ±1Da errors that commonly occur during deconvo-
lution). Here, the confusion between the wrong and correct offset
value is partially due to low multiplicities of both candidates: 10
and 5, respectively. However, a more thorough analysis could allow
for selecting the correct one. First, the (incorrect) direct offset of
42, 240.511Da is due to a single spectrum (HCD, SCANS=2318),
for which the precursor charge was determined at time of deconvo-
lution as 57. This abnormally large charge state suggests there is
an error both in the precursor charge and precursor mass for this
spectrum, and the latter leads to incorrect offsets associated with
the tags determined by reflected counterparts of the original peaks,
which give rise to the direct offset being examined. Second, the cor-
rect offset of 25, 399.735Da is supported by 4-tags derived from two
distinct spectra (HCD, SCANS=2326 and 2329), while any other
candidate offset is sustained by tags from a single spectrum.

The precursor mass estimates of 14, 174.47, 14, 174.493, and
14, 174.454Da induced by the 16th, 32th, and 40th aggrega-
ted strings, respectively, closely match the theoretical mass of
14, 174.491Da of ribonuclease UK114-like, to which they are
attributed, upon N-terminal methionine truncation and serine acety-
lation. In particular, this validates identification of the latter two
aggregated strings, either being too short on its own to allow for a
meaningful analysis via BLAST search. On the other hand, these
observations together provide an evidence of the presence in the
sample of ribonuclease UK114-like modified as stated above.

Similarly, the 8th, 9th, and 30th aggregated strings produce the
PMEs of 8, 575.626, 8, 575.61, and 8, 575.631Da, respectively,
which accurately match the theoretical mass of 8, 575.616Da of
bovine ubiquitin upon N-terminal methionine oxidation, and thus,
indicate its presence in the sample. At the same time, this certifies
the origin of the short, and not fully correct, 30th aggregated string.

Moreover, the 5th aggregated string gives the PME of 8, 559.618Da,
which closely approximates the mass of 8, 559.621Da of unmodi-
fied ubiquitin, implying this form is observed as well. Interestin-
gly, its direct offset with the second-highest multiplicity, equal to
5, 273.847Da, leads to the PME of 8, 289.466Da, and points to
yet another form of ubiquitin—and namely, the one without the
C-terminal “RGG”, the theoretical mass of which is 8, 289.477Da.

3.3 Fab region of alemtuzumab
From the alemtuzumab dataset, 92 aggregated strings were genera-
ted. Through a BLAST search of their amino acid sequences against
the non-redundant database, two contaminants could be identified,
and namely, 50S ribosomal protein L29 from Synechococcus sp.
PCC 7002, and 30S ribosomal protein S17 from Synechococcus.
Moreover, based on the analysis of the original de novo strings
presented in (Vyatkina et al., 2015), we attributed three aggrega-
ted strings to a mouse Amy1 protein. As in the case of CAH2, the
extraneous contaminants were due to the previous experiments.

The matching fragments of the de novo strings together cove-
red 177 (82.71%) out of 214 amino acids of the light chain, and
only 7 amino acids were lost when we switched to the aggrega-
ted strings, which thus led to the coverage of 170 (79.44%) amino
acids (Supplementary Figure 1b). Not surprisingly, we could also
obtain an accurate PME for this protein: the PMEs of 23, 554.87,
23, 553.861, and 23, 553.876Da induced by the 1st, 6th, and 9th
aggregated string, respectively, closely match the theoretical mass
of 23, 556.703Da of the light chain of alemtuzumab, while the
discrepancies can be attributed to ±1Da errors at time of deconvo-
lution, and imperfect reduction (the contribution of one remaining
disulphide bond would be approximately −2.016Da).

On the contrary, the coverage of the Fd region of the heavy chain
with the matching fragments of the de novo strings was modest,
comprising only 157 (68.86%) out of 228 amino acids, and upon
generation of the aggregated strings, it was reduced down to 112
(49.12%) amino acids (Supplementary Figure 1c). Similarly to the
case of CAH2, long gaps occur in the coverage, again meaning that
many spectra originated from sequence fragments rather than the
intact protein, and this is consistent with the PMEs reported by Twi-
ster. For example, the 4th and 5th aggregated string attributed to
this protein induce the PME of 6, 645.354 and 6, 645.367Da, respe-
ctively, thus indicating that several underlying spectra were acqui-
red from its N-terminal peptide “QVQLQESGPGLVRPSQTLSL-
TCTVSGFTFTDFYMNWVRQPPGRGLEWIGFIRDKAKGYT” with
a pyroglutamic acid instead of N-terminal glutamine.

Finally, the 11th and 47th aggregated string gives rise to the PME
of 7, 874.359 and 7, 874.351Da, respectively, which accurately
approximate the theoretical mass of 7, 875.344Da of 50S riboso-
mal protein L29 from Synechococcus upon truncation of N-terminal
methionine and oxidation of the second methionine at position 57,
assuming errors of −1Da occurred during deconvolution.

4 DISCUSSION
We have introduced a method for combining de novo sequence
fragments, retrieved from deconvoluted top-down MS/MS spectra
using our approach described in (Vyatkina et al., 2015), into the
aggregated strings endowed with direct and reversed offsets. This
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gives us longer parts of sequences of proteins sufficiently well-
represented in the sample, and helps to promptly focus our attention
primarily on those.

The main offsets of the aggregated strings often appropriately
reflect their location in the sequence of the respective protein, and
can serve to obtain an accurate intact mass estimate of a target
protein, decide on which out of a few candidate proteoforms is
contained in the sample, or facilitate characterization of the PTMs
present in the protein being analyzed. We emphasize that the second
and third tasks can be accomplished even without explicit evidence
in the input spectra of the amino acids that differ between distinct
proteoforms, or of the respective PTMs. Importantly, thereby an
aggregated string with a very short, and not informative on its own,
amino acid sequence can also be of true value.

On the other hand, the input MS/MS data may sometimes allow to
quickly and unambiguously locate a PTM detected in this way. The
proposed method can be further adjusted so as to solve this problem
as well.

A careful analysis of the entire sets of direct and reversed offsets
associated with the obtained aggregated strings can potentially pro-
vide further insight into the composition of the sample; we consider
development of algorithms for this purpose as one of the subsequ-
ent tasks to be addressed. Alternatively, one can manually browse
through the input de novo strings—each with a single associated
offset—that correlate well with the aggregated strings of interest, to
gain additional information about the respective proteins.

Our present work constitutes a next step towards complete de
novo sequencing of proteins from top-down spectra alone, for which
purpose, to the best of our knowledge, no methods exist so far.
While the current limitations of the top-down technology in gene-
ral would prevent the proposed approach from retrieving the entire
protein sequence, since the latter is typically not fully covered even
with short tags, the aggregated strings can undoubtedly serve as an
excellent base for the full reconstruction. However, achieving this
goal will require more algorithmic developments, thus providing yet
another promising direction for future research.
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